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Abstract We present in situ observations of Pc1 pearl pulsations using the Van Allen Probes. These waves
are often observed using ground-based magnetometers, but are rarely observed by orbiting satellites.
With the Van Allen Probes, we have seen at least 14 diﬀerent pearl pulsation events during the ﬁrst year
of operations. These new in situ measurements allow us to identify the wave classiﬁcation based on local
magnetic ﬁeld conditions. Additionally, by using two spacecraft, we are able to observe temporal changes
in the region of observation. The waves appear to be generated at an overall central frequency, as often
observed on the ground, and change polarization from left- to right-handedness as they propagate into a
region where they are resonant with the crossover frequency (where R- and L-mode waves have the same
phase velocity). By combining both in situ and ground-based data, we have found that the region
satisfying electromagnetic ion cyclotron wave generation conditions is azimuthally large while radially
narrow. The observation of a similar modulation period on the ground as in the magnetosphere contradicts
the bouncing wave packet mechanism of generation.
1. Introduction
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Pc1 pearl pulsations are a subclass of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations within a frequency range of 0.2 to 5 Hz
[Obayashi, 1965; Kangas et al., 1998]. The pearl waveform resembles a string-of-pearls conﬁguration, which,
when viewed on a frequency-time plot, appears as a series of equally spaced near-vertical stripes of wave
activity within an overall frequency band. They have been observed with both rising and falling tones
[Feygin et al., 2007]. They are believed to be a subclass of electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves
[Obayashi, 1965] generated through the ion-cyclotron instability, which arises in regions of hot ion
anisotropy [Cornwall, 1965]. EMIC waves are most often generated in areas of minimum magnetic ﬁeld
strength, which, for a dipole approximation, occurs at the magnetic equator [Loto’aniu et al., 2005].
The mechanism of generation of pearl pulsations has been a point of contention for some time. Currently
held ideas are the bouncing wave packet (BWP) theory [Obayashi, 1965], modulation of the source region
by ultralow frequency (ULF) waves [Plyasova-Bakounina et al., 1996], and oscillation of wave packets within
the ion cyclotron resonator (ICR) [Guglielmi et al., 2000]. BWP holds that a pearl element propagating away
from the source region of the waves is reﬂected at the ionospheric boundary and reenergized when passing
through the original unstable source region. These elements would continue to reﬂect between opposite
ionospheric layers, reenergizing at each pass of the source region. This has more recently been supplanted
by the source modulation theory [Loto’aniu et al., 2009]. This theory dictates that compressional Pc5 ULF
waves present in the source region drive oscillations of the relevant plasma parameters [Mursula et al., 1997].
A possible scenario is that the ULF wave could periodically increase the local temperature anisotropy above
the critical value [Kennel and Petschek, 1966]. Wave elements would then grow from the induced instability,
spaced by the period of the Pc5 waves. The ICR consists of a narrow region of heavy ions centered around
the magnetic equator. The outer edges of this band are opaque to EMIC waves, while the inside is populated
with eigenmode standing waves in the 0.2 to 5 Hz range. Oscillating wave packets composed of a superposition of these waves with an oscillation period on the order of the pearl pulsation modulation period can
exit this region by tunneling through the opaque boundary when coupled to a right-hand polarized wave
mode [Guglielmi et al., 2001].
Previous missions have seen pearl pulsation events [Perraut et al., 1982; Erlandson et al., 1992; Mursula et
al., 1997, 2001], but observations have been rare. Few satellites have spent an appreciable amount of time
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Table 1. Pc1 Pearl Pulsations Observed by VA Probes From September 2012 to August 2013a
Dateb
2012-09-10

2012-09-12
2012-09-13
2012-09-24
2012-09-27
2012-10-02
2012-10-06
2012-10-18
2012-11-06
2012-11-11
2013-01-23
2013-04-08
2013-05-29
2013-07-01

S/C

Time (UT)

Frequency (Hz)

L Shell

MLT (h)

MLAT (degrees)

A
A
B
B
A
B
B
B
B
B
A
B
B
B
A
B
B
A
B
A
A
B

07:20–08:14
11:05–12:30
09:10–09:55
11:22–13:09
12:16–12:56
08:45–09:45
13:32–13.48
09:30–11:00
07:12–07:33
17:24–18:54
08:28–09:28
22:08–22:33
23:00–23:32
5:20–6:18
17:50–19:40
17:35-19:20
05:55–06:05
22:52–23:16
22:46-23:34
07:15–08:20
20:56–21:42
16:14–17:28

0.38–0.76
0.27–0.51
0.27–0.64
0.25–0.58
0.82–1.03
0.37–0.66
0.34–0.45
0.22–0.40
0.43–0.54
1.60–3.20
2.50–3.70
0.67–0.77
0.59–0.75
0.8–1.6
1.9–2.7
1.9–2.7
0.65–0.76
0.38–0.47
0.37–0.46
0.56–1.10
0.38–0.47
0.35–0.67

4.5–5.0
4.7–5.7
4.7–5.1
4.9–5.5
2.3–3.6
4.1–5.2
5.8–4.9
5.4–5.8
4.5–4.8
4.2–5.5
2.8–4.4
4.0–4.6
1.9–3.1
2.2–.1
2.9–5.3
2.9–.3
5.1–5.3
4.5–5.0
5.2–5.8
5.9–6.0
5.4–5.9
4.8–5.6

5.3–6.3
8.3–9.5
6.4–7.1
7.9–9.2
2.5–4.
5.1–6.3
9.0–9.2
7.4–8.4
5.3–5.6
8.0–9.5
9.2–11.1
9.3–9.9
10.8–13.0
9.3–12.2
7.3–9.9
7.3–9.8
7.1–7.2
4.1–4.5
3.1–3.8
23.8–0.5
21.4–22.0
21.6–22.7

12.5–9.6
5.3–2.8
12.0–10.3
7.9–5.0
11.9–11.7
14.0–11.0
4.5–3.9
4.0–2.3
8.7–7.7
−3.5 to −5.8
−7.4 to −10.6
−14.5 to −14.6
−13.7 to −7.8
−15.9 to −17.0
−9.6 to −6.2
−9.0 to −6.0
−9.0 to −9.0
−12.8 to −11.8
−13.9 to −12.2
10.6–11.9
9.9–11.3
0.6 to −0.1

a Time, frequency, and spatial dimensions for the Pc1 pearl pulsation events observed in the
ﬁrst year of ﬂight for both VA Probes. Multiple observations of wave activity over a period of
less than 24 h are considered to be driven by the same mechanism and so are considered the
same event.
b Dates are formatted as year/month/day.

inside the radiation belts at or near the magnetic equator due to the harsh environment surrounding this
region. The Van Allen (VA) Probes, which were speciﬁcally designed to explore this region, provide a unique
perspective into the formation and extent of these waves. In the ﬁrst year of operations, at least 14 diﬀerent pearl events have been observed by one or both spacecraft, several of which occurred during excellent
conjunctions with ground observations. We will focus on two cases occurring during the early phase of the
mission. These examples, both conﬁrmed by ground-based data, exhibit a large azimuthal but limited radial
extent of wave activity.

2. Observations
The VA Probes, launched on 30 August 2012, undergo a highly elliptical equatorial orbit out to an L shell
of about 6.5 RE depending on geomagnetic conditions. Both have identical triaxial ﬂuxgate magnetometers capable of measuring 64 vectors per second [Kletzing et al., 2013]. Their ∼9 h orbits are nearly identical,
and their slight diﬀerences allow them to lap each other, varying the distance between the two spacecraft. They are oriented such that the spin axis (w in the spacecraft coordinate system) is directed generally
sunward, so that the Bw component of the magnetometer will always point roughly perpendicular to the
background geomagnetic ﬁeld. Their point of apogee will precess around all magnetic local time (MLT),
and they will be restricted to a region of ≤20◦ magnetic latitude (MLAT). Table 1 lists the pearl events we
have found and studied using one or both VA Probes. The majority of events were observed early in the
mission when apogee was located in the dawn region, although some of the more recent events were
observed in the premidnight region. Only two of the events have been observed by both spacecraft, even
though conjugate observations by both spacecraft are not uncommon for traditional (unstructured) EMIC
waves. We will proceed to examine the two events demonstrating the best conjunction with groundbased magnetometers.
2.1. The 10th of September 2012
The largest amplitude Pc1 pearl pulsations observed by the VA Probes so far occurred on 10 September
2012. Since this occurred during the commissioning phase of the spacecraft, the ﬂuxgate magnetometer was one of the few instruments in operation. This limits our methods of analysis regarding particle
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Figure 1. Simultaneous observations of Pc1 pearl pulsations by both VA Probes in Bw component (spin axis) of spacecraft frame in conjunction with Halley Bay By
(eastward magnetic) component pearl observations. The equatorial gyrofrequency lines for He+ and O+ are plotted in white.

anisotropy and composition as well as Poynting ﬂux. However, the orbital conﬁguration does allow for excellent conjunction with the research station in Halley, Antarctica (61.6◦ S, 29.0◦ E geomagnetic latitude and
longitude, at an L shell of 4.4 and MLT of 02:43), where we observed wave activity at the same frequency and
modulation period on the ground and spacecraft measurements. This is visible in Figure 1 displaying spectrograms of the eastward component of the magnetic ﬁeld at Halley and the spacecraft Bw component of
the ﬁeld at both VA Probes.
The ground-based search coil data revealed a steady range of wave activity between 0.2 and 0.7 Hz which
lasted for over 10 h, implying a large azimuthal region over which similar EMIC wave generation conditions
were met. The pearl elements remained evenly spaced in time throughout this period, though there did
exist a ﬁner structure in the evolution of the excited frequencies.
Waves at this central frequency were observed by both VA Probes A and B. During this period, the
southern foot points of the magnetic ﬁeld lines intersecting their orbital paths were located very near the
Halley magnetometer. The spacecraft saw the same temporal spacing of pearl elements at a similar wave
power. Of note is the fact that the spacecraft only observed wave activity for two limited periods within the
time range of ground activity. The spacecraft measurements were restricted to the same central frequency
seen on the ground and did not change frequency with the ambient magnetic ﬁeld as is often seen with
EMIC waves. Waves at the same central frequency were also seen later in the orbit from 12:46 to 13:24 UT on
spacecraft A and from 13:50 to 14:50 UT on spacecraft B, which fall into the O+ band for EMIC waves. These
waves exhibited the same temporal pearl spacing and were clearly cut oﬀ at higher frequencies by the O+
gyrofrequency line.
Pc5 waves in the GSMx direction around local noon were detected by the magnetometers on VA Probe
B and, to a lesser extent, on VA Probe A during this observation of pearl waves. They appeared in multiple harmonic bands indicative of ﬁeld line resonances (not shown). However, the fundamental wave band
exhibited excitation at a frequency (∼15 mHz) which is around a factor of 3 times the pearl modulation
frequency (∼4.5 mHz).
2.2. The 11th of November 2012
On 11 November 2012, the northern foot points of the magnetic ﬁeld lines threading the VA Probes were
situated over Scandinavia. During this time, the search coil magnetometers at Hornsund on the island of
PAULSON ET AL.
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Svalbard recorded a Pc1 pearl event from 04:30 to 08:00 UT, covering an MLT range of 06:30 to 10:00. The
wave activity occurred in a relatively narrow frequency band, varying between 0.5 and 0.8 Hz.
During this period, VA Probe B also saw wave activity at the same frequency and pearl element spacing.
VA Probe B was situated on a ﬁeld line with a foot point over the coast of Norway at the time, but waves
could easily have been viewed at more northern stations due to the ionospheric ducting process [Kim et
al., 2010]. The conjugate wave activity was seen by spacecraft B from 05:54 to 06:10 UT at an L value of 5.2.
Once again, the in situ observations remained quite short in duration when compared with the groundbased counterparts.
VA Probe A passed through a very similar orbital region 20 min before spacecraft B. Both spacecraft
observed an EMIC wave within the He+ gyrofrequency band which appeared to lie along the central
frequency of the wave seen on the ground, but the waves at spacecraft A did not exhibit an obvious modulation pattern (seen for spacecraft B in Figure 3). This wave extended faintly across the O+ gyrofrequency
line, maintaining a semiconstant central frequency in spite of the rapidly changing magnetic ﬁeld strength
as the spacecraft moved into perigee.
Examination of the upper hybrid frequency shows this wave was observed just inside of the plasmapause
boundary. Pc5 harmonics were visible (not shown) but were strongest on the orbits immediately preceding
and following this observation.

3. Discussion
In several of the observations of pearl pulsations made by the VA Probes, the central frequency of the wave
activity appears to remain fairly constant as the spacecraft crosses through the active region, similar to
observations made on the ground [Fraser, 1968]. This is unlike the more common instances of in situ EMIC
wave observations, in which the frequency of wave perturbations for a given event change with the ion
gyrofrequency as a spacecraft crosses through L shells. The observed pearl waves within the frequency band
exhibit the predicted cutoﬀ as the upper frequency levels approach the ion gyrofrequency value. Due to
the orbital path of the VA Probes, the local ion gyrofrequency is often very close to the equatorial gyrofrequency, where the EMIC instability is traditionally thought to promote wave growth. As such, this cutoﬀ
observation could either be an eﬀect in the source region or due to local wave-particle interactions as the
waves propagate into a resonant population.
Of more immediate interest is the spatial distribution of the generation region. As previously demonstrated, pearl pulsations seen on the ground can last for several hours, implying the large azimuthal extent
of a region satisfying EMIC generation conditions as the magnetic foot points sweep through MLT. This
appears to push the boundaries (1–3 h MLT) established by Clausen et al. [2011] using GOES observations.
We cannot ignore the ability of ionospheric ducting to increase the MLT distribution of these waves on
the ground. As such, this azimuthally large marginally stable area may be populated by localized EMIC
wave generation regions. During the observation period, the waves seen on the ground maintained a relatively constant overall central frequency. As the spacecraft passed through a particular radial subset of
their orbital paths during conjunction with this ground observation, waves within the same frequency
band at the same modulation period were observed. These frequency bands were bounded by the local ion
gyrofrequency lines.
While Pc5 waves were observed in the magnetic ﬁeld data during these periods of wave generation, their
frequencies were higher than the observed pearl modulation frequencies. These observations were made
near the equator, however, where the magnetic component of ﬁeld line resonances will be minimal. The
anticipated waves would be more evident in the particle velocity measurements, which unfortunately do
not grant us the resolution we would require. The observed magnetic ﬁeld harmonics could indicate the
presence of lower-frequency fundamental waves. The low-frequency waves which may cause the modulation of the source particle population might do so by driving perpendicular ion motion. The energy
transferred to these particles could in turn aﬀect the frequency range of wave generation. These frequencies
could span above the gyrofrequency cutoﬀ value, resulting in sharp wave power dissipation features that
scale with the local magnetic ﬁeld strength.
As these waves propagate to higher latitudes, they will reach a region where their frequency is at or lower
than the local crossover frequency [Stix, 1992]. The crossover frequency is deﬁned by setting the Stix
PAULSON ET AL.
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Figure 2. Polarization analysis using covariance matrix [Means, 1972] of Pc1 pearl pulsations observed by VA Probe
B. He+ band activity is strongly coherent and left-hand polarized, while wave activity below the O+ gyrofrequency is
right-hand polarized.

parameter D = 12 (R − L) to zero. Here the R- and L-mode waves are coupled for small nonzero angles of
propagation, so that the wave may tunnel through the lower-frequency cyclotron resonance cutoﬀ in the
right-hand polarized branch [Johnson and Cheng, 1999]. At this point we would expect to see a reversal in
polarity from left- to right-handedness of the partially oblique portion of the waves [Smith and Brice, 1964;
Perraut et al., 1984]. As seen in Figure 2, the primarily left-hand polarized wave event exhibited a strong
right-hand polarized signal during the portion of the wave activity in the Oxygen-band region at 14:00 to
15:00 UT which seems to have crossed over from the earlier He band activity. While the spacecraft have
not traveled to a suﬃciently high magnetic latitude to view this eﬀect in situ, the waves will no longer be
guided by the background ﬁeld when they become right-hand polarized. [Denton, 2013] has shown that
there exists a branch of the He+ dispersion surface where perpendicularly propagating waves maintain a
strong right-hand polarization. The spacecraft would be in a position to view the waves refracted from the
bi-ion hybrid surface back down toward the equatorial region as they move out of apogee. This polarization
reversal could also indicate a wave that has tunneled through the opaque boundary of the ICR, although the
discrete spectral signal expected from the superposition of eigenmodes is not immediately evident.
From Figure 3 we can see a similar eﬀect for the wave event on 11 November 2012. Again, the pearl structure
is only observed by VA Probe B, though observed over 3 h in UT (and by association MLT) at ground observatories. Here the wave was strongly right-hand polarized while located just underneath the He gyrofrequency
line. If we are to extrapolate from the September event that the constant frequency band visible in the
ground-based data implies a similar band of activity in the generation region, then this wave was an
PAULSON ET AL.
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Figure 3. Pearl pulsations observed in Bw component of VA Probe B in conjunction with Hornsund, Svalbard observations. Polarization shows strong right-hand polarized signal just below the He+ gyrofrequency line.

extension of the waves generated within the H band region. These propagated up to a level where they
interacted with the crossover frequency, and only the right-hand polarized signals passed through.

Wave Power (nT 2 )

Figure 4 shows the average wave power over the 0.6–0.8 Hz frequency band of wave activity for
the 11 November 2012 event. Both the VA Probe and Hornsund measurements show a ∼130 s wave
element-spacing period. This contradicts the bouncing wave packet theory of wave generation, which
would require a wave element-spacing period in the magnetosphere that is half that seen on the ground.
The observed ∼42 s phase shift between
the measurements can be attributed
to magnetospheric propagation and
Average wave power over pearl element frequency band
for VA Probe-B and Hornsund, Svalbard
ionospheric ducting.
VA Probe-B
Hornsund

10-1

10-2

10-3

05:50
2012-11-11

06:00

06:10

Figure 4. Average wave power of the 11 November 2012 event within
a frequency band of 0.6–0.8 Hz both on the ground at Hornsund and in
the magnetosphere at VA Probe B. The wave elements in both plots are
roughly equally spaced and exhibit a ∼42 s phase shift.
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4. Conclusion
Throughout the ﬁrst year of operations,
the VA Probes have observed more
than 14 diﬀerent instances of Pc1 pearl
pulsations. Of these, only two events
have been observed by both spacecraft.
Some others have only been observed
by one of the VA Probes, though the
other spacecraft passed through a similar
region within a short amount of time. It
is tempting to claim a short time period
of generation, but ground observations
of these events imply otherwise. The
long periods of wave activity seen on the
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ground can be explained by a region satisfying similar EMIC generation conditions that span a wide range
in MLT, while the sporadic observations by spacecraft imply a very narrow radial extent. The seemingly constant activity on the ground could be explained by multiple isolated wave sources joined by ducting along
the ionospheric resonator, but this would still require a large distribution of marginally stable plasma conditions favorable toward wave generation at a similar power and modulation. The similarity of conjugate
observations does not agree with the BWP theory, and while we do not directly observe simultaneous Pc5
waves at the pearl modulation frequency, the existence of higher-order harmonics does not rule out the
theory of ULF modulation.
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